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In the field of mental health, games and computerized games present questions about 
paradoxes, evidences, and challenges. This perspective article offers perspectives and 
personal opinion about these questions, evidences, and challenges with an objective 
of presenting several ideas and issues in this rapidly developing field. First, games raise 
some questions in the sense of the paradox between a game and an issue, as well as 
the paradox of using an amusing game to treat a serious pathology. Second, games 
also present evidence in the sense that they involve relationships with others, as well as 
learning, communication, language, emotional regulation, and hedonism. Third, games 
present challenges, such as the risk of abuse, the critical temporal period that may 
be limited to childhood, their important influence on sociocognitive learning and the 
establishment of social norms, and the risk of misuse of games.
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iNtrODUctiON

In the field of mental health, the electronic revolution, through the use of computers and the Internet, 
questions the concept of games. While the game is part of the psychological development of every 
individual, the electronic context leads to a redefinition of its use in mental health. This redefinition 
involves the identification of paradoxes regarding the use of games to deal with complex and seri-
ous problems. The identification of potential mechanisms of action underlying the use of games in 
mental health is also important to better identify targets for therapeutic intervention. Finally, the 
challenges, including variable concept of games, depending on gamers (kid games or adult games), 
and the possible misuse of information that can be made on the grounds that it is a game, also seem 
important to question. We will develop several ideas, including place of games in mental health 
and the idea of games both in the development of the child’s psyche and in the evaluation of adult 
relationships.

PArADOXes

Questions arise from the paradox that playing a game should mean that there are no issues. Amusingly, 
in French, the word for “I” (je) is pronounced the same as the word for “game” (jeu), and the word 
for “issue” (enjeu) sounds very similar. When issues become too prominent, I am no longer playing 
a game, because there are risks, and risks come with consequences.

In addition, can we play with something as serious as mental health? A depression is no fun, and 
schizophrenia is even less fun. In this case, illness is certainly not a game, but games can be used 
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as tools for communicating and regulating emotions in mental 
illness. However, although humor is a useful approach in mental 
health (1), it should not be confused with irony or cynicism. 
Cyberpsychology research is sometimes too “detached” from 
the concrete reality of mental illnesses and should not discredit 
the concrete stigma that follows mental illnesses when propos-
ing computer games in the treatment of such serious illnesses.

If our main focus in this perspective is computer games, our 
reflections encompass certain aspects of games involving people. 
As such, it may appear an absence of a delimitation of “game” 
concepts. A taxonomy and description of games and their use in 
mental health has been proposed by recent researchers such as 
Miller (2) and would be far beyond the scope of our perspectives. 
Far from wanting to present the specific needs and applications 
of games in mental health, we wish to question some issues that 
this area can raise.

eviDeNce

First, it is widely held that games are central to relationships 
between individuals and the “other,” to communication, and to 
the notion of ex-istence itself (to ex-sist: from Latin ex-sisterer, 
to “stand apart”). From Latin, Ludus (game in action) replaced 
jocus (game in speech) and absorbed its value (3). By doing so, we 
tend to forget that play and games are made of language and com-
munication. Through games (for example, “peek-a-boo,” where 
the other is first hidden and then revealed, or the “bobbin” toy, 
which is set loose and then wound back in, or the game of “fort/
da,” described by Freud as he watched his grandson make objects 
“disappear”), children experience disorientating surprises when 
something or someone becomes absent, followed by marvelous 
delight when the once absent other suddenly returns. Thus, 
games allow children to discover the permanence of connec-
tions with the other, or the continuity of the other as an object. 
The prominent psychotherapist Mélanie Klein and others later 
developed theories of the application of games and play to child 
psychanalysis (4). Importantly, in his book Playing and Reality, 
Winnicott states that “Playing is an experience, always a creative 
experience, and it is an experience in the space-time continuum, 
a basic form of living” [Ref. (5), p. 54]. Winnicott beautifully 
expresses the importance of play as an area that allows the inter-
weaving movement between inner reality and the outside. Freud 
also stated that “The opposite of play is not seriousness but rather 
reality,” recognizing the seriousness of children’s play, creating an 
alternative to reality.

Second, games and play facilitate learning [e.g., Ref. (6), and also 
https://news.stanford.edu/news/2013/march/games-education-
tool-030113.html] that is progressive, through trial and error, 
and without excessive guilt, because “it’s only a game.” When one 
plays a game, there is a desire to improve and make progress, 
there is no judgment, and the rules allow a group of players to 
assume delineated roles. The abovementioned homophony of the 
French words for “game” (jeu) and “I” (je) along with the closely 
resembling verb “play” (joue) reminds us that the “I” (or self) is at 
the center of the game: “I play” (je joue), therefore I learn.

Third, computers enable people to play games, among other 
things, but more to the point, they allow the environment to be 

redesigned and transformed. For example, the tempo of the pre-
sented stimuli can be changed to positively bias certain behaviors 
or images in order to correct biases of thought and memory [e.g., 
Ref. (7)]. If games are a primary mode of communication that 
existed before computers, the computer enables the addition of 
a network dimension (so that groups that are dispersed around 
the globe can play together), continuity (the game can be paused 
and picked up again later), singularity (individuals can play alone 
on a computer), diversity (a vast range of games are possible), 
precision (a variety of parameters can be measured, ranging from 
behaviors to players’ personalities), and so forth. The computer 
is therefore a tool that allows people to communicate with others 
(in real time or not) or with sets of users in a network (in real 
time or not). An interesting development of network gaming is 
crowdsourcing games that bridge the limits between games and 
issues, since they use the playing motivation and intelligence of 
people to solve real important scientific problems (8).

Fourth, the game is a primary and primordial form of com-
munication among individuals, because even the youngest 
humans, babies, can interact with adults through play. They can 
not only play games like “catch me” and “hide and seek” but also 
engage in forms of informal play like tickling, attempting to do 
something again and again, trying out new words, and trying 
to achieve something. By learning how to verbalize, by using 
language and playing word games, babies become children (9). 
Games facilitate learning because they contain the critical ele-
ments of repetition as well as surprise. Thus, even when the players 
know a game very well, they can still be surprised. This feeling of 
surprise occurs during moments of full awareness and cognitive 
reevaluation, so that things can be seen in a new light, with or 
without interpretation. This helps children establish the bases 
for emotional regulation and fosters the acquisition of emotional 
competencies (10). Hence, the game is above all a means, or mode, 
of communication, which in metonymic terms means the object 
that enables communication. Adapting the classic model of Gross 
(11), we may propose that games involve (1) a choice or an inten-
tion to place oneself in a certain situation; (2) a direction of one’s 
attention or attentional deployment (what I am doing, what the 
other is doing); (3) cognitive reevaluation when questions arise or 
when the game changes as other players make progress; and (4) 
modulation of emotional responses, along with learning about 
the reactions of others when they are sad or happy for you or 
for themselves. As the game develops, these various factors are 
deployed in turn, and all of them contribute to mental health 
and well-being. Specifically, an European study has elegantly 
built a platform offering three mini-games that impact different 
components of emotion regulation as a complementary therapy 
tool in people with an impulsive disorder (12).

Fifth, further to the idea of emotional regulation, a hypothesis 
on the function of emotional regulation in dreams was proposed 
by Revonsuo, who suggests that dreams are a kind of safe labora-
tory where we can learn how to react appropriately to frightening 
stimulations (Threat Simulation Theory) (13). In games, as in 
dreams, even though appearances may closely resemble reality 
(and the computer enables pushing that resemblance much 
farther than ever before), the fact remains that there are no con-
sequences. At least, this should be the case, or else it’s no longer a 
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“game.” The game is therefore a safe laboratory for guessing what 
the other is thinking, to interact with the other, and so on. In 
this sense, the game is symbolic, and it fosters both representa-
tion and mentalization. Referring back to Freud, it facilitates a 
thicker preconscious. Beyond the metacognitive impact of game, 
concrete behavioral adaptation might occur since it is observed 
in animal games, which are without negative consequences and 
moreover deal with important aspect of their social and survival 
behaviors [e.g., Ref. (14)].

Sixth, a hedonistic approach [e.g., Ref. (15)] is beneficial for 
mental health insofar as it supports several temporally defined 
dimensions (past, present, and future) of memory retrieval, 
pleasure, and anticipation of shared times, without involving 
risk. Therefore, when applied to games, a hedonistic time per-
spective would also be beneficial for mental health. We stress 
this approach that as to be distinguished from pure rewarding 
approach, in which television serial or games with multiple level 
are especially experts, and that could induce more addictive stress 
than euphoric, serene and peaceful pleasure.

cHALLeNGes

First, although video games can contribute to the well-being 
(16), spending long hours playing has been associated with a 
number of harmful consequences [e.g., Ref. (17)]: social retreat 
and withdrawal (“The only thing I do is play”; “I don’t care about 
anything else”), dependence (“I can’t stop playing”), depression 
(“I play all the time”; “That’s all I do, because nothing else interests 
me”), nervousness or anxiety (“I want to be able to do it”; “Can 
I do it?”; “I don’t know how to do anything else”), disrupted 
sleep patterns (“The computer screen keeps me awake”; “I’m 
chronically sleep-deprived”), and so on. But this is not new. Long 
before the computer, there were card-playing fanatics. However, 
the permanent availability (24/7) and the option of playing alone 
on a machine are certainly factors that distinguish the games of 
today from those of yesteryear, and that have turned gaming into 
a formidable challenge.

Second, for children, almost anything can be a “game,” because 
unlike adults, children are largely unaware of the issues associ-
ated with objects and events. Children can choose and ask for 
the toys that they want, and they willingly follow the rules that 
are imposed. And even if they ask “why” from time to time, the 
fact remains that games hardly ever inhibit their learning, in the 
non-pathological sense. At this developmental stage, disinhibi-
tion is not even a relevant term, because inhibition is only in the 
process of being established. However, compared with children, 
it is usually more difficult to persuade adults to play together. The 
inhibition that adults have established makes it harder for them 
to learn in this manner. Repeating a new word over and over is a 
game for a child, and possibly, a game for the adult who teaches 
it, but for most adults, word repetitions would be regarded more 
as performance than play. There appears to be a critical temporal 
window (i.e., childhood) during which play enables learning, 
whereas adults play less often, in the sense of child’s play. When 
adults reappropriate play in the form of serious gaming or edu-
cational games (gamification), they tend to be ambivalent about 
using a childish means for adult learning. In the expression, “Let’s 

stop playing and get serious,” the two terms “playing” and “seri-
ous” are opposed. Nevertheless, these terms are not necessarily 
antithetical, because games can be powerful learning tools. They 
use a multimodal approach to knowledge that incorporates com-
bined sensoralities, emotions, and rational thinking. And, there 
is practically no inhibition involved, because the risks of the game 
are not the same as the risks that are incurred in serious work. 
Therefore, the conceptualization of certain developmental stages 
as critical stages that can be reactivated later on has implications 
for the learning process and for the conceptualization of mental 
health [e.g., Ref. (18)]. In addition, we have seen previously that 
“the opposite of play is not seriousness but rather reality” as Freud 
stated and further theorized by Klein and Winnicott. Thus, the 
oxymoron-like semantic construction “serious gaming” is ques-
tionable in more than one aspect. In such manner, the distinction 
drawn between games as tool for mental health and games as a 
potential risk for mental health might be considered cautiously 
since the concept of serious games is often misused or even 
abused. Nevertheless, the potential of serious games as mental 
health treatment has been very elegantly reviewed by Miller (2). 
Miller proposes a taxonomy that allows considering the many 
ways to include games in mental health care (2). We encourage 
the reader to refer to this review, since the aim of our perspective 
is more to question the notion of seriousness and reality, beyond 
the usefulness of recent and promising approaches using games 
for mental health.

Third, sociocognitive theories of learning by imitation and 
identification, first proposed by Bandura (19), contend that we 
identify with games, images, behaviors, and words. It is not that 
we see a model and then become that model. Instead, we learn 
about norms, standards, and status, which we then internalize, and 
which become important guidelines for distinguishing between 
the normal and the abnormal. Playing also involves thinking 
about “identities” and what we consider “normal” or “abnormal.” 
In this line of concern, there is a very important educational and 
social challenge to have games that reflect social and democratic 
values as well as pacific and respectful interactions, to cite only a 
few important components.

Fourth, at times, games involving people can be misused, in 
that they become overly professionalized. This has happened in 
music, tennis, football, and many other fields. Adults strive to 
coach their children, to push the game into the realm of profes-
sionalism. This can create discrepancies between the language 
of the child (play with no issues) and the language of the adult 
(issues with no play), if we may borrow the words of Ferenczi (20) 
and his “confusion of language.” When and how this transition 
occurs are some of the questions that we might raise here.

Fifth, in a further misuse of the playful spirit, games have 
also been repurposed as team-building exercises, whereby adults 
are brought together to create and nurture bonds. However, we 
know very well that these “games” are designed for observing the 
interactions that occur among the group, with the aim of improv-
ing these interactions and ultimately improving productivity. 
These games involve calculated monitoring by adult observers of 
other adults, who are aware that they are being observed, and 
who know that these observations may subsequently be used 
in their favor or disfavor. These are games “with issues,” largely 
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used to investigate or generate group dynamics and their effects. 
This raises questions about the uses of imposed, monitored, and 
calculated games. Even if these uses of games involving people are 
accepted ways to work on professional bonds and even if people 
are aware of the consequences, it seems to us that spontaneity 
and unintentional curiosity seem to be far behind the scene of 
children’s gaming and constitute some specific characteristics of 
adult’s games.

cONcLUsiON

In conclusion, we wish to draw readers’ attention to the para-
doxes, the issues, and challenges of the use of games in mental 
health, among others, in the context of the development of 

computers and the Internet. At the same time, important for 
the mental development of everyone, the games are a wonderful 
communication and emotion regulation tool, but must be framed 
in a critical way in order not to misuse it.
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